The Two Shepards
Selected as Annual Commencement Play
The Two Shepards, a two-act play by J. Barratt, was to have been the commencement play to be presented Friday, June 8, at the annual convocation.

The cast was chosen almost entirely from the student body. The Dramatic arts class is responsible for this selection. The play will be produced during the final week of classes.

The cast includes:

Lead roles: Gertrude Denison, Beth Jane Karron, Edith Kriss, Merle Pitt, Lucille Whitaker, and Dorothy Wulff.

The play is a poetic presentation of the theme of love and the coming of spring, with a background of love and beauty.

The plot revolves around the courtship of a young couple, John and Mary, who live on a farm. The story is set in the early 20th century and is told through a series of dreamlike scenes that reflect the beauty and serenity of the rural life.

The play is a beautiful and moving portrayal of the beauty of spring and the beauty of love.
Offer Recommendations for New Budget

Student Senate Hears Report on Appropriations

Senator Severson Submits Report on All-College Club Budget

Besides his report to the delegated body of the Student Senate, Mr. Severson revealed many illuminating facts. The two senators present Tuesday evening, two of them were unable to attend the meeting. Apparently talking to Professor Bethurum's popular study hall, Senator Severson's report was the story of the lack of a permanent home for the Senate because of the lack of a common room.

In opening the meeting, Mr. Law stated that the petition to dismiss classes on Monday was to be considered by President Wriston last Tuesday afternoon.

One of the most important business concerns in the recent sessions was the report of the committee on All-College club ticket appropriations. Senator Severson proceeded to give his report, which was very well received. He had written a very good summary of the meetings, but Mr. Law stated that no action would be taken.

The report was taken up by other important business concerns. The petition to dismiss classes on Monday was to be considered by President Wriston last Tuesday afternoon.

Wisconsin History

Outlined by Parr

In Chapel Speech

"There is the present, which we praise the past," said Reverend Parr in Chapel Monday when discussing the history of the University of Wisconsin. He demonstrated his point by a brief account of the discovery of Wisconsin. In 1634, three hundred years ago, the first white men reached this part of the country. They were Frenchmen from Quebec who had journeyed to the east to find new lands to colonize. When they landed, they were greeted by Winnebago Indians. From Green Bay, they came to the spot where Appleton now stands, but which at that time was only a wilderness.

Beginning July 1, 1848, and lasting several days, there will be a celebration of the discovery of Wisconsin. The outstanding feature of the celebration will be a pageant in which the arrival of the Frenchmen at Red Banks will be enacted, and in which a tribe of full-blooded Winnebago Indians will participate.
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Commencement Speakers Chosen

Bishop Ivan, Dr. Horton, to Give Addresses

Bishop Benjamin F. F. Jones, Dr. Douglas Horton, and Dr. Mildred Wertheimer, mentioned authorities will be the speakers at the commencement exercises this year.

Bishop Benjamin F. F. Jones, who will give the baccalaureate sermon Sunday, June 10, is at the head of the Milwaukee diocese of the Protestant Episcopal Church. Bishop Ivan is a graduate of the Washington Theological Seminary where he received his M. A. in 1931 and was ordained as deacon. One of Bishop Ivan's greatest undertakings was his successful leadership with the English Bishop of L Ancaster of the Anglo-Saxon connection in order to appease the heads of the organizations concerned.

At the close of the recommen-
dations, Mr. Severson supplemented the report by saying that the com-
mittee considered it advisable to refer the report to a committee of a less number of members to be com-posed of those organizations as a fund to be equally distributed to next year's organizations instead of being turn-

...
Greek Organizations Active Over Weekend

In the midst of dual storm clouds of final examinations and spring fever, the Executive Board of the Lawrence College Greek Council has planned a weekend of activities for students, faculty, and sorority and fraternity chapters. The plan, which is known as "Greek Weekend," was announced by the Greek Council officers on Saturday afternoon.

Friday evening, May 20, marks the first of the Greek Weekend events. This is "Phi Tau Spring Formal Held at Butte des Morts." The Phi Tau Spring Formal will be held on Friday evening at Butte des Morts country club. This event will be sponsored by the Phi Tau fraternity and will feature a dance and other activities.

The second event, "Delta Sigma Tau Alums Entertain," takes place on Saturday morning. This event will feature a tea for alumnae of Delta Sigma Tau sorority. The alumnae will be welcomed by the current members of the sorority and will enjoy a tea and socializing with old friends.

The third event is "Presto Moto Vivace." This is a performance by a group of students who will play music for the Weekend. The performance will be held on Saturday afternoon.

The final event on Saturday is "Peace of Spring as the Queen of Beauty." This event is a celebration of the arrival of spring and the beauty it brings. The event will feature a dance, a fashion show, and other activities.

The Greek Weekend is a time for students to relax and enjoy the company of their friends. It is a time for new members to be initiated into the Greek system and for returning members to renew their ties with the organization. The Greek Weekend is a time for the Greek Council to bring together the members of the Greek system and to celebrate the traditions and values that are central to the Greek experience.
Acting Makes Hay Fever Successfull
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persons, and not just the family drama. The dialogue, real, and on the acting or direction, was what made the thing in the ten prolonged talk between Richard and Jack. The entire Europe team, including Mrs. Mather, went to put more into his part, retorted by asking many ways there are of saying yes and Miss Whitter and Mr. Schneider—whose very monotony of manner three-dimensional and skillfully manipulated by the opposite.might similarly improve Mr. Cloak for standing there up with about four too many specious onario. But the play two should be judged comparatively. It is a mere half-cylinder. Desperately, I will now say that one saw the Grable and shrimp once protected through to the dead act, and shuffleout of one of the most glorify­ ing scenes on the stage in recent years. Often it is only perilous at such as Judith at break­ fast, if she asked what she seems family house is for the breakfast, or if she
exist just a fish. Judith chose to exercise her humor for a definition of sentimentality, and may have resulted in one kind of sentimentality.
Although I had been the first to give Judith Blue, was not Laura for Judith Cloak, and I thought I saw what I had seen in the role. The Grable has been a brilliant role, but Cloak's interpretation is a complete characteriza­ tion. Her avoidance of egotism and the time she gave to every step and gesture and the position that the sentimental essence of Judith Blue was a much more complete character. It is at this point in the pointing of all the "Hay Fever" business is to give the players a chance to appear, and as has been pointed out in the Saturday night play, the Pan Helenic Council is to be established for the same fact of sentimentality at the end of the show.
But the play too should be judged comparatively. It is a mere half-cylinder. Desperately, I will now say that one saw the Grable and shrimp once protected through to the dead act, and shuffleout of one of the most glorify­ ing scenes on the stage in recent years. Often it is only perilous at such as Judith at break­ fast, if she asked what she seems family house is for the breakfast, or if she
exist just a fish. Judith chose to exercise her humor for a definition of sentimentality, and may have resulted in one kind of sentimentality.
Although I had been the first to give Judith Blue, was not Laura for Judith Cloak, and I thought I saw what I had seen in the role. The Grable has been a brilliant role, but Cloak's interpretation is a complete characteriza­ tion. Her avoidance of egotism and the time she gave to every step and gesture and the position that the sentimental essence of Judith Blue was a much more complete character. It is at this point in the pointing of all the "Hay Fever" business is to give the players a chance to appear, and as has been pointed out in the Saturday night play, the Pan Helenic Council is to be established for the same fact of sentimentality at the end of the show. 

Inaugurate New Rushing System
Sororities Adopt New Program: More and Better Parties
As an aid to speeded Brokaw girls, the Pan Helenic association has inaugurated an entire new system of rushing which will be intro­ duced next month. The Monday night will be given September 17 as the official staring.

Wriston Declares It Mississippi University
A very definite statement on athletic, and educational, activities has been made in the recent, and most outstanding, conference of the various departments and ad­ ministrators over the Friday evening dinners at the lawrence University. The meeting of the Midwest Conference will be made each year.

Several rules were drawn up for the compiling of a pictorial legend of all Brokaw activities. These will be recorded in the Midwest colleges belonging to the Midwest. The heads of the Hall donated their ser­ vices, and principal field men of the Midwest colleges are to be evening parties next year. The first night the seren­ dipities are to be made available for the party to be given Monday evening of the second week. Tuesday night invitations are to be sent out for the formal Banquet Wednesday evening.

The change to "graduating rush" was made in order to give the freshmen girls a second chance to meet other members of the class.

Avada Confusion
The arrangement was made to give the players a chance to appear, and as has been pointed out in the Saturday night play, the Pan Helenic Council is to be established for the same fact of sentimentality at the end of the show. 

When one starts to "graduating rush" it is a riotous. But the play too should be judged comparatively. It is a mere half-cylinder. Desperately, I will now say that one saw the Grable and shrimp once protected through to the dead act, and shuffleout of one of the most glorify­ ing scenes on the stage in recent years. Often it is only perilous at such as Judith at break­ fast, if she asked what she seems family house is for the breakfast, or if she
exist just a fish. Judith chose to exercise her humor for a definition of sentimentality, and may have resulted in one kind of sentimentality.

Miss Tarr defined the library as "the central laboratory of culture," and "the intellectual community center of the university, with a right to all." We should go to the library for entertainment, and not merely to do the min­ utes, college requirements.

"The sorority appropriations have been increased from $500 to $3000 to cover the additional expense due to the increase in the number of girls expected at each party."

The officers of Pan Helenic are: first, Miss Alida Rogers, Thursday; second, Miss Mabel Tarr, Thursday; third, Miss Helen Cornell, Al­ pha Delta Pi, Tuesday; fourth, Miss Helen Ruud, Alpha Delta Pi, Tuesday; fifth, Miss Kao Odell, Alpha Delta Pi, Tuesday.
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This may seem trivial, but they are important. Miss Tarr defined the library as "the central laboratory of culture," and "the intellectual community center of the university, with a right to all." We should go to the library for entertainment, and not merely to do the minutes, college requirements.

"The sorority appropriations have been increased from $500 to $3000 to cover the additional expense due to the increase in the number of girls expected at each party."
Beta Sigma Phi

Spearpoint Award
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Betas and D. I.'s Tied for Second in Interfraternity Baseball

Lawrence Tennis Team Wins Second in Midwest Meet

Betas and D. I.'s Tied for Second in Interfraternity Baseball

Vikings Enter Teams at Waukesha in Track, Tennis, Golf

We sincerely appreciate the kind- ness of our friends at Lawrence during the past school year... that we're looking forward to seeing them next fall, when we can promise a bigger, better and more interesting band than ever.

Lawrentians, we thank you!
Beck Discusses Modern Stories

Speaks of Recent Developments of the Short Story

The use of ostensibly simpler diction and style, a modern aspect of the short story, was discussed by Mr. Warren Beck, Associate Professor of English, in chapel last Friday. He pointed out that the collocation of such words as Shrew- wood Anderson and Ernest Hemingway goes beyond all previous realism.

"It breaks loose from the rigid rules of the short story, refusing allegiance to the false gods of compact material, trick plot, and a flourish of exclamation points," he said.

"It may have a fragmentary plot, but in its composition it takes on dignity. It may be that they are touching the earth again, as they have done, they will grow stronger enough to help us regain our balance."


Lawrence Golfers

Defeat Pointers

LAWRENCE—Defeating the Pointers, 10-1, Thursday, is the most probable state competition party. Pointers were defeated by the Lawrence team, 8-5. Pointers are sixth in the Midwest Conference Meet. If four teams are placed in each division, the Pointers will probably be tied for third.

Beloit 26-7-1; Ripon 7-4; Monmouth 21-5-6; Knox 30-2-3; Phi Kappa Tau 0; Psi Chi Omega 2-4; Delta Iota 4-2; Gamma Phi 4-2; Delta Sigma Tau 4-2; Delta Theta 4-2; Phi Chi Omega 4-2; Delta Sigma Beta 2-4; Sigma Phi Epsilon 6-0; Delta Sigma Pi 4-2; Delta Sigma Theta 2-4; Phi Sigma Tau 2-4; Pi Kappa Phi 1-4; Alpha Xi Delta 1-4; Sigma Chi 1-4; Phi Delta Theta 1-4.

Oshkosh Teachers

Hand Netmen First Season

The Oshkosh Teachers handed our Vikings their first defeat in dual competition this year; the hand netmen lost Lawrence out 5 to 4. The singles matches gave each side three, but Oshkosh took two out of three in the doubles.

Results of the singles:

Shannon, Lawrence, beat T. Anger, Oshkosh, 6-3, 6-4.

Fjipken, Oshkosh, beat Clapp, Lawrence, 6-3, 6-4.

Meyer, Oshkosh, beat Tink, Lawrence, 6-2, 6-7, 6-4.

Grahn, Lawrence, beat Lang, Oshkosh, 6-4, 6-3, 6-4.

Pipcorn and H. Anger, Oshkosh, beat Tink and Grahn, Lawrence, 6-6, 6-2, 6-2.

K. Anger, Oshkosh, beat Doolan and Foster, Oshkosh, 6-4, 6-2.

K. Anger, Oshkosh, beat Kallard and Kerst, Lawrence, 6-4, 6-4.

The Pointers, however, may have a chance for third.

It may be that these two teams are going in the right direction. The Pointers are sixth in the Midwest Conference Meet. If four teams are placed in each division, the Pointers will probably be tied for third.

Tennis will be where Lawrence will shine. With no losses experienced in State competition this year and a good record in Midwest games under their belts, the Vikes tennis squad should come through in great style.


The Vikings won the meet easily but in State competition they have experienced in recent years. As things stand now, Deitel looks like a winner, and Lawrence may have a chance for third.

Tennis will be where Lawrence will shine. With no losses experienced in State competition this year and a good record in Midwest games under their belts, the Vikes tennis squad should come through in great style.


The Pointers may be tied for third.

N. Marx

Quality Jewelers

212 Z. College Ave.

CLASS OF 1934

Each year finds more college graduates entering the Life Insurance business as a field of endeavor. These men are, in the majority, successful. This agency is com-posed of college men. In the past four years, one man has been promoted to the Home Office, four young men have averaged $3500 each in commissions annually. In- tentive training course is given under Home Office supervision. The Company is one of the oldest and largest operating in Wisconsin. In writing for an interview, give a short autobiography. Write:—

Provident Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA

Milwaukee, Wis.
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of the group, our man and most difficult task is to depict, by using symbolism at every stroke of the pen, the details of life on our craft. During the moment the pen hesitates a whole panorama of events, organized and descriptive, seems to burst upon the mind. The writer must then choose an intellectual stimulus, Plus years, social whirl, scholastic endeavors, laundry bags, letters, girls, friends, moonlight evenings, shadows of the campus, glee clubs, Greeks, smokers, contests, and bull sessions. Find through the group.

First of all the ship is compiled and the pens work even greater speed and enthusiasm. At little alteration, the whole crew seems to share the enthusiasm, and activities are finished. With a more positive approach the true needs of the participants are considered, since this plan will enter into the existence of a successful debating season.

The recommendation is that the Lawrentian appropriation be reduced to the latter figure of .277. It was found that over a period of years the paper had a surplus of $300 to $400. The distribution of this surplus ranged from $250 to $300, much of the surplus, and $300 for the years 1931, 1932, and 1933 respectively. In addition to this, the surplus of 1933 was only $50 above that of the appropriation to the current year. Moreover, considering that the individual student, in addition to the $2.00 that he is contributing through the ticket, must pay $1.50 to enter the Ariel, it was decided that the Ariel was receiving too much in return for what it was forced to the student. Instead of recommending a reduction of the appropriation, the committee suggests that the Lawrentian be cut at $9.80, but that the individual student pay $1.50 per term.

In this manner we believe that equal and equal quality can be produced at much less cost to the college. In addition to the above suggestions the committee wishes to make one other recommendation. Namely, any surplus remaining at the close of the academic year, will be applied in that the Ariel be kept on the ticket at the same status, that of .277. The suggestion of $400 annually. In addition to this, the Ariel should be retained at the rate of $.55 per term. As for the Student Senate, the committee wishes to make no change in the appropriation of $1.00. The committee decided that the Senate was justified a raise on the basis of $840 for new scenery and new lighting equipment, as being supplied with materials for the construction of their stage are being supplied with materials which were not prearranged. For this reason the committee recommends that the $80 which was allowed them should not be increased. As much as possible were disclosure of the college's financial position, the Lawrentian and the Ariel from the financial statement of the College, it is submitted that the publication was developed in an effort to work on a more stable and a proportionately smaller revenue. The committee has ascertained that with even an additional appropriation the committee felt was a reasonable one, the budget would be trimmed to the minimum. The committee has noticed a reduction of their appropriation from $2.30 to $1.75 would not necessi­

Consider the following points in the context of the current academic environment and the challenges faced by students in college. The atmosphere of the college year, be applied in addition to the academic program which is independent of the college year. Consequently, the committee also believes that the Athletic Association has more importance than is due it. The number of students participating in the All-college Club should support this association to the best of its ability. Since approximately 150 students are members of the club, the committee feels that a raise of .15 per term would be in keeping with the rate of the ticket.
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Good Luck, '34!

You have gone to college during a most significant period. You face the outside at a particularly dubious moment. The trend of things com­mercial is on the incline, and we are sure you have important parts to play in the sprawling.

We have always been a Lawrence institution and you may count on our friendship. There are many, one Lawrentians as well as the whole staff here, who wish you well.
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Chocolate

Eclairs

ELM TREE BAKERY

305 E. College Ave.

New Slip Covers

for Your Furniture!

Make your rooms cool and comfortable for the summer.

Novelty Housewife Weaves, Cheeks, and Linens.

Three for $1.25 per yard

Call us for an estimate!
The success of Lawrence Day rests, even, upon the cooperation of the entire student body in entertaining our guests and in presenting to them a representative picture of this college.

The Senate and Appropriations

It is unfortunate that the Senate, in most cases, cannot find the time to make the Senate's efforts to formulate a model constitution for a holiday before its adjournment. The Senate Committee of Committees is to give a report upon what the Senate was to act. It is not given in a verbose fashion, but that this committee has submitted its findings to the Senate, which will meet on the following day. The Senate is to consider these findings this week and to vote a resolution for the appointment of the Senate's committee.

Lawrence regrets the loss of these events. Each editor feels that the Senate is the heart and soul of the student body. The Senate is the body which is most apt to evaluate an issue. The Senate is the body which is most apt to debate an issue.
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